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This research is an experimental study of performance of two multicomputer
platforms used in parallel dynamic programming computation. The platforms used
in the study are: IBM SP2 PowerParallel System, and interconnected Sun Sparc
workstations. The experiments measure various types of time parameters, including
I/O, initialization, CPU, synchronization delays and communication times. Based
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Many practical problems in sciences, engineering, management and computer
science have dynamic programming (DP) formulations. However, the computational
and storage demands of DP algorithms make the technique impractical and
ineffective. Morin has demonstrated that if the dimension of state variables or the
number of stages increases, these demands grow exponentially, making the DP
problem NP-hard (Morin 1979). How effective are parallel techniques for such a
problem? This indeed is the controversy brought about with the advent of parallel
computing technology. However, the experimental work of Cosnard, using EPS -
T20, demonstrates that the development of theory and technology can yield
computational tractability of very large problems (Cosnard 1989). The current
research involves experimental measurement of time parameters and a related
performance analysis using distributed memory multicomputer systems.
Experiments involve two multicomputer platforms: (1) an interconnection of
Sun Sparc Workstations; and (2) IBM SP2 system. Each uses the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) library for communication between processes. The experiment
involves a number of large simulated data sets of varying sizes as inputs to the DP
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parallel computation while measuring parameters such as initialization time, CPU
time, communication time, synchronization delays and I/O time. The analysis aims
to study the performance as a function of sparseness of data as well as variation in
platforms.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains a
formulation of dynamic programming minimization, computational demands and a
rationale for parallel computational techniques. The chapter also briefly
summarizes the previous related work. Chapter 3 describes the two multicomputer
parallel processing environments that have been used in the study. This chapter
also includes a description of analysis tools for measuring the performance of the
parallel implementation of DP. Chapter 4 is devoted to designing and implementing
serial and parallel algorithms for DP. Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the
performance analysis and statistics. Chapter 6 summarizes the overall results of the
study and makes suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
PARALLEL DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING COMPUTATION
Dynamic Programming Formulation
A linear dynamic programming (DP) has the following formulation:
mirij^ 5* 13?=! ^i) such that for 1 < i < n, Xi^i = U(Y,, Di). In this
formulation, for each i (1 < i < n), L is a transition function, Xi a state vector, Di
a decision vector and /, an objective function.
Let Xi and D, have dimensions S and each of their components have discrete
values ranging from 1 to k. If the above minimization is carried out exhaustively, a
maximum total of possibilities will be considered, giving a complexity 0(k^’^).
Hence, it is clear that for large k, 6 or n this problem becomes computationally
intractable. Some of the difficulty may be alleviated by using the principle of
optimality to decompose the computation into an n-stage sequential minimization






Fig. 1. Linear Dynamic Programming
The DP process, starting at stage 1, performs a stage-by-stage optimization
until stage n has been completed. The following is a formal description of the DP
computation process:
1.
2. For i > 1, A) + A))};
3. F*(X:) = minj^Fr.i'K).
If A(Xi)(l < i < n — 1) are stored and discarded after have been
computed, then possibilities are considered at stage i. Thus, for all n stages a
total of (n -f 1)A;* possibilities are considered, giving a complexity 0{nk^). This is
an improvement on the exhaustive method achieved at the cost of storage needed at
various stages.
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Parallel Algorithm for DP
In the DP process, the results at a stage depend on the previous stage,
requiring the process to be sequential. However, for each Xi value, minimization is
done over all values of Z),. Thus, over the range of ^ values, such operations can
be performed in parallel. This indicates considerable speedup and efficiency if
parallel computation is used for DP.
The efficiency of parallel DP computation depends on the type of parallel
architecture. A casual look at the parallelism in the DP computation suggests a
multiprocessor architecture. However, given the number of possible parallel
computations at a given stage with a limited number of processors, some sort of
efficient process scheduling algorithm is needed. This obscures the effectiveness of
multiprocessor architecture and prompts one to consider other architectures (e.g.,
multicomputer).
Previous Related Work
Several attempts have been made to use distributed memory architectures for
DP computation. Bertsekas considers distributed algorithms for solving DP
problems, using several processors connected via communication links (Bertsekas
1982). He develops a model of asynchronous distributed computation, which
requires very weak preconditions. The distributed algorithms are broad and
applicable to many DP problems. In the shortest path implementation, the
algorithm reduces to the original one implemented for routing messages in the
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ARPANET. This work provides a solid framework for implementing distributed DP
applications.
Chen suggests a pipeline architecture for DP algorithms for solving the
knapsack problem (Chen 1990). Wah describes a multicomputer architecture for
solving combinatorial extremum search problems (Wah 1984).
In these and all other attempts, no methodical study has been made of
multicomputer performance as a function of spareness and size of data. The current
work uses two distributed memory multicomputer platforms described in the next
chapter. These platforms are used to measure various time parameters for different





The two distributed memory machines used in our experimental research are:
(1) a cluster of SUN Sparc workstations; and (2) an IBM SP2 multicomputer. The
SUN Sparc workstations are connected through standard ethernet connections. The
cluster contains a mix of SUN Sparc/5 and SUN Sparc/20 as shown in Figure 2.
Fig. 2. A Cluster of Sun Workstations
The IBM SP2 is configured with 8 general purpose IBM RS/6000 computers
connected via two different networks. The first network is a standard ethernet
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ETHERNET
connection similar to the cluster of Sun workstations. The second network is a high
performance Fiber Distributed Data Interchange (FDDI) connection. These two
networks are interconnected through the processors as shown in Figure 3.




Message passing is a communication paradigm used widely on certain classes
of parallel machines, especially those with distributed memory. Several message
passing libraries have been developed by industry and universities, each with
varying strengths and weaknesses. The nature of the parallel application
determines the library to be used. Some of the popular message passing libraries














Intel’s message passing library
IBM’s product for message passing on SP2
A Portable message passing library used in Europe
Message Passing Library developed by Caltech.
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) library is used for communication
between distributed SUN and IBM processors because of the following reasons:
1. MPI is a standard.
2. MPI is formally specified.
3. MPI is totally portable.
4. MPI can efficiently program MPP and clusters.
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5. MPI efficiently manages message buffers.




This chapter contains the technical details of parallel DP computation. The
first section contains a discussion of how the test data is generated. The second
section contains two high level algorithms for the serial implementation. The third
section contains a high level algorithm for the parallel implementation. The fourth
section contains a discussion of I/O in both implementations.
Data Generation
We assume that the components of state and decision vectors have discrete
values ranging from 1 to k. Also, transition Xi-i = ti(Xi, Di) and objective function
fi{Xi, Di) are available as tables. For the purposes of this study, we simulate these
tables using a program called ’’gen.table”, which generates input data of any size.
The usage of the gen_table program is as follows: gentable
#X_VECTOR_DIM #X_DIMJRANGE #D_VECTOR_DIM #DJ)IM_RANGE
#STAGES outfile. #X_VECTOR-DIM and #X_DIM-RANGE specify the vector
characteristics of the number of nodes to be created at each stage.
#D_VECTOR_DIM and #D_VECTOR_RANGE specify the vector characteristics
of the denseness or sparseness of data. ^STAGES specify the number of stages to
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generate. Simple data compression methods are used to reduce the size of the data
file. The ”see_table” program is used to view the actual numbers generated by
gen_table.
Serial Algorithm
In the serial version of the DP computation algorithm, a single processor is
responsible for producing the results. After program initilization, the program
scans the entire generated test file (one node at a time) while recording optimal
values during each iteration. A retrace step is used to trace back the steps taken to
the optimal solution. A high-level description of this process is given in Figure 4.
1. Initialization
2. Read XVals, DVals, Stages
3. Allocate Space for F*.
4. for i=0 to Stages
for j=0 to XVals
read(DValInfo)
if(i=l) minimumF = min{DValInfo}
else
minimumF = min{DValInfo + FVals}
store minimumF
5. Retrace Optimal Solution
Fig. 4. Serial Algorithm
Parallel Algorithm
Two different parallel paradigms are considered: Worker’s Pool and Barrier
Synchronization. In linear dynamic programming implementation, computation at
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a stage uses results from the previous stage. Therefore, it is useful to know when
the previous stage is completed before beginning a new stage. This requires a
synchronization mechanism for processes working in parallel. Barrier
synchronization is used to prohibit processes from moving to the next stage until
the current stage is complete. Once it is complete, all processes are allowed to work
on the next stage. The barrier synchronization process is shown in Figure 5.
Fig. 5. Barrier Synchronization of processes
In the parallel partition version of the DP computation, using Barrier
Synchronization, two or more processes are responsible for producing the results.
After program initialization, a master process spawns several worker processes to
perform the minimization computation. Each worker process receives a message
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from the master specifying a particular partition of the data to operate on. At each
stage of computation, the worker process works only on its assigned partition. The
worker processes request previous optimal stage data from the master process.
After a worker process finishes, the data are sent back to the master process.
Barrier synchronization prohibits worker processes from continuing to the next stage
of input until all workers complete the current stage. Figures 6 and 7 provide a
high-level description of this process.
1. MPI Initialization
2. Spawn Worker Processes
3. Allocate space for recBuffer and sendBuffer
4. Determine Worker's Partition and broadcast information.
5. Allocate Space for F*.
6. For(i=0 to Stages)
while(all processes not finished){
receive(Worker Requests)
if(Worker Requests) = RequestInfo then
sendBuffer = Worker Request
send(Worker Request)
else
if(Worker Requests) = SendResults Back then
storedOptimal Results in F*.
}
Release Barrier Synchronization. Continue Work.
7. Retrace Optimal Solution
Fig. 6. Master Partition Algorithm
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1. MPI Initialization
2. Receive Partition Information from Master
3. For i*0 to Stages
For j=begin_Partition to end_Partition{
read(DValInfo)
if(i=l) minimumF = min-CDValInfo}
else
CheckBufferTable for F*
if F*=EMPTY sendRequest to Master
minimumF = min-CDValInf o + F*}
sendResults back to Master
}
Wait for Master to release Barrier Synchronization
Continue
}
Fig. 7. Worker Partition Algorithm
Worker’s pool involves n identical worker processes sharing access to a
centralized work pool. The worker processes run in parallel on different processors.
Whenever any worker becomes available for a new computing task, the worker
fetches a job from the work pool. In the process of performing a computing task, a
worker may generate additional computing tasks which are added to the work pool.
When the work pool is eventually empty, all worker processes terminate and a final
answer is assembled. Figure 8 describes the worker’s pool paradigm.
In the parallel worker’s pool version, two or more processes are responsible
for producing the results. Similar to the partition version, one process (master)
spawns several worker processes to perform the computation. The master process
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Work Pool
Fig. 8. Worker’s Pool Diagram
also create a pool of available jobs that are to be accomplished by a particular
process. Each worker process receives a job from the master process. At each stage
of computation, the worker process works on the assigned job. The worker
processes request previous optimal stage data from the master process. After a
worker process completes, the results are sent back to the master process. The
worker’s pool version allows worker processes to work on the next available job in
the pool of available jobs.
Although worker processes are allowed to continue working on the next
available job, previous optimal stage data requested from the master process may
not be immediately available. In such a case the worker process waits. Once the
data becomes availabe, the request is honored and the worker process is allowed to
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continue. Figures 9 and 10 for a high-level description of this process.
1. MPI Initialization
2. Spawn Worker Processes
3. Allocate space for recBuffer and sendBuffer
4. Make a pool of jobs for workers to complete
5. Send first batch of jobs to workers
6. Allocate Space for F*.
7. While (all jobs != complete)
receive(Worker Requests)
if(Worker Requests) = RequestInfo then
sendBuffer = Worker Request
send(Worker Request)
else
if(ProcessComplete) = SendResults Back then




Fig. 9. Master Worker’s Pool Algorithm
I/O Costs
In parallel programming environments, the generated test data is stored on a
shared Network File System (NFS) disk. Since all worker processes must access this
shared disk simulataneously, reading the data from the disk is still somewhat serial.
However, reading data accounts for a large portion of the execution time. As the
results will show, the serial algorithm outperforms both the partition and worker’s
pool formulation of the dynamic programming computation on the shared NFS.
Due to the poor performance experienced by the parallel versions on the
17
1. MPI Initialization
2. Receive a Job from Master
3. While (Not Terminated)
For j=begin_Partition to end_Partition{
read(DVallnfo)
if(i=l) minimumF = min{DValInfo}
else
CheckBufferTable for F*
if F*=EMPTY sendRequest to Master
minimumF = min{DValInfo + F*}
sendResults back to Master
}
Receive Next Job from Master
Continue
}
Fig. 10. Worker Worker’s Pool Algorithm
dynamic programming implementation, it is obvious that reading data must be
done in parallel. The data may be stored on each processor’s local disk. This
distribution of data is synonymous to multiple copies of data on Redundant Array
of Inexpensive Disks (RAID). Using this storage paradigm, the parallel version
outperforms the serial version on dense data sets.
Implementation
Various algorithms described in the previous sections are implemented in
Appendices 1-5, using C programming language. Appendix 6 provides code shared




This chapter deals with the performance analysis of various techniques used
in the DP computation. The analysis is grouped into five sections. The first section
contains the analysis for the serial algorithm. The rest of the sections compare the
serial performance with the parallel performance.
Serial Analysis
This section contains the performance data for the serial algorithm on the
AIX RS6000 (IBM SP2) and Sun Sparc (Sun Cluster). Table 2 shows the
performance parameters for each data set size and I/O access method. These
















AIX RS6000 32 NFS 80.37 33.86 114.23
Sun Sparc 32 NFS 105.55 62.88 168.43
AIX RS6000 24 NFS 957.95 2.77 960.72
Sun Sparc 24 NFS 33.04 2.54 35.59
AIX RS6000 24 Local 7.55 2.28 9.84
AIX RS6000 80 Local 38.58 8.70 47.28
Sparse 32MB Parallel Performance (NFS)
This section compares the serial performance with the parallel performance
using a 32MB sparse table accessed via Network File Server (NFS). Table 3 shows
the performance parameters for the IBM SP2 using the partition algorithm. Table
4 shows the performance parameters for the IBM SP2 using the pool algorithm.
Table 5 shows the performance parameters for the cluster of Sun workstations using
the partition algorithm. Table 6 shows the performance parameters for the cluster




32MB IBM SP2 Partition Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay(s) Time Time
3 0 4.58 42.44 184.05 372.88 0.04 603.99
3 1 0.24 52.46 484.82 17.62 48.55 603.70
3 2 15.58 52.51 480.65 7.25 47.74 603.74
5 0 11.17 99.62 418.68 266.22 0.04 795.74
5 1 8.97 29.87 714.91 11.91 30.56 796.21
5 2 4.58 30.91 710.15 14.91 35.56 796.10
5 3 6.77 30.89 713.48 11.09 33.89 796.12
5 4 0.16 31.31 713.66 26.16 24.78 796.08
TABLE 4
32MB IBM SP2 Pool Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 0.34 75.15 280.40 428.93 0.05 784.87
3 1 4.60 42.65 105.41 575.74 56.67 785.07
3 2 2.39 43.72 106.34 584.96 47.51 784.92
5 0 8.99 103.00 436.31 317.29 0.08 865.67
5 1 0.21 22.64 62.36 742.45 39.87 867.53
5 2 6.80 23.43 63.66 732.94 40.69 867.52
5 3 2.38 23.18 62.71 746.48 32.77 867.52
5 4 4.59 23.30 62.89 748.46 28.27 867.52
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TABLE 5
32MB Sun Partition Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 3.14 83.46 453.94 452.99 0.03 993.56
3 1 1.63 35.53 797.94 92.32 62.53 989.95
3 2 0.07 34.56 832.92 15.69 104.89 988.12
5 0 15.11 109.95 759.16 694.55 0.03 1578.80
5 1 13.64 21.13 647.79 367.80 525.75 1576.10
5 2 12.12 20.62 661.25 333.66 547.11 1574.75
5 3 10.61 21.39 898-33 265.80 376.75 1572.88
5 4 9.09 21.27 1372.49 128.53 40.42 1571.80
TABLE 6
32MB Sun Pool Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 3.06 129.29 681.56 539.22 0.03 1353.16
3 1 1.52 31.94 207.65 1034.76 73.87 1349.73
3 2 0.07 29.77 175.63 1067.72 74.70 1347.88
5 0 17.05 158.15 796.82 768.95 0.03 1740.99
5 1 14.98 16.80 122.89 1413.76 165.55 1733.99
5 2 13.53 17.75 108.95 1273.37 319.30 1732.90
5 3 11.17 19.36 136.50 1314.09 248.84 1730.49
5 4 9.09 17.88 126.50 1494.32 80.10 1727.89
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SECONDS
^AIX Par ^v-AIX pool ^ SUN Par Sun Pool
Fig. 11. Summary of 32MB Sparse Table
Dense 24MB Parallel Performance (NFS)
This section compares the serial performance with the parallel performance
using a 24MB dense table accessed via Network File Server (NFS). Table 7 shows
the performance parameters for the IBM SP2 using the partition algorithm. Table
8 shows the performance parameters for the IBM SP2 using the pool algorithm.
Table 9 shows the performance parameters for the cluster of Sun workstations using
the partition algorithm. Table 10 shows the performance parameters for the cluster
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of Sun workstations using the pool algorithm. The results are summarized in
Figure 12.
TABLE 7
24MB (NFS) IBM SP2 Partition Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 0.01 0.05 0.08 542.42 0.04 542.60
3 1 0.01 6.16 0.85 97.71 437.83 542.58
3 2 0.01 3.97 2.45 0.08 536.06 542.58
5 0 2.36 2.25 2.28 348.65 0.04 355.58
5 1 11.17 1.12 2.46 86.53 252.07 353.35
5 2 0.18 1.06 2.49 82.72 266.92 353.36
5 3 8.97 1.04 2.36 42.61 298.40 353.37
5 4 6.77 1.06 0.19 30.74 316.80 355.56
8 0 6.77 0.08 2.31 285.25 0.04 294.44
8 1 0.19 1.04 6.78 16.66 269.71 294.39
8 2 0.19 1.07 6.67 34.43 252.04 294.39
8 3 2.38 0.79 6.75 125.03 159.43 294.38
8 4 4.59 0.84 4.60 94.46 189.90 294.39
8 5 13.39 0.77 4.57 110.43 165.23 294.38
8 6 8.97 0.75 0.15 97.89 186.37 294.37
8 7 11.17 0.76 0.19 136.24 146.03 294.38
9 0 0.01 2.31 2.32 294.97 0.06 299.67
9 1 0.02 18.48 0.17 53.95 226.99 299.62
9 2 0.01 7.63 4.55 19.81 267.61 299.61
9 3 2.36 0.71 2.23 131.98 166.84 304.12
9 4 0.01 0.72 5.73 147.64 145.51 299.61
9 5 0.01 0.70 0.19 151.60 147.10 299.61
9 6 17.81 0.71 2.42 137.15 141.49 299.59
9 7 0.02 18.56 4.61 53.96 222.46 299.61
9 8 0.02 0.91 6.79 27.70 264.20 299.62
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TABLE 8
24MB (NFS) IBM SP2 Worker’s Pool Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 0.18 0.09 0.03 743.89 0.04 744.22
3 1 2.39 2.78 0.04 11.09 727.89 744.19
3 2 2.39 2.72 8.92 35.85 694.31 744.19
5 0 11.17 2.31 0.03 358.60 0.04 372.15
5 1 6.77 1.28 0.12 41.82 319.92 369.90
5 2 4.57 3.48 2.30 65.74 293.94 369.94
5 3 0.17 1.25 0.17 99.72 270.83 372.14
5 4 2.38 1.25 0.13 93.36 277.22 374.35
9 0 4.59 0.16 0.09 293.90 0.04 298.78
9 1 0.22 1.03 0.03 42.24 255.19 294.72
9 2 2.44 1.02 0.13 54.54 240.59 298.73
9 3 11.23 0.82 2.24 146.29 138.12 298.71
9 4 13.42 0.81 0.04 116.76 167.69 298.73
9 5 17.82 3.07 0.14 109.63 168.06 298.72
9 6 9.00 5.43 0.14 124.14 160.01 298.72
9 7 0.22 1.02 0.07 53.05 244.37 298.73
9 8 2.44 1.04 0.04 3.47 291.74 298.73
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TABLE 9
24MB (NFS) Sun Workstations Partition Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 3.47 0.05 0.02 49.43 0.19 53.16
3 1 1.45 1.29 0.14 2.77 45.49 51.13
3 2 0.07 1.29 0.20 4.58 43.62 49.75
5 0 17.04 0.05 0.05 24.18 0.10 41.41
5 1 15.41 0.74 0.12 19.75 3.73 39.75
5 2 14.38 0.80 0.27 3.41 19.86 38.72
5 3 11.97 0.83 0.19 3.49 19.83 36.30
5 4 9.38 0.79 0.24 1.08 22.22 33.71
7 0 19.67 0.06 0.16 21.25 0.02 41.16
7 1 18.71 0.60 0.18 20.42 0.28 40.18
7 2 17.58 0.61 1.46 6.74 12.65 39.03
7 3 16.35 0.64 1.24 3.76 15.81 37.81
7 4 14.60 0.62 2.34 3.32 15.18 36.06
7 5 11.79 0.81 1.41 6.31 12.93 33.25
7 6 9.15 0.81 1.62 5.67 13.36 30.60
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TABLE 10
24MB (NFS) Sun Workstations Worker’s Pool Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 2.60 0.05 0.04 14.69 0.01 17.38
3 1 1.44 1.76 0.03 0.23 12.76 16.21
3 2 0.07 1.68 0.05 5.80 7.26 14.86
5 0 14.66 0.06 0.08 10.79 0.01 25.60
5 1 13.60 0.98 0.01 9.65 0.29 24.53
5 2 12.70 0.98 0.02 9.63 0.30 23.63
5 3 11.25 1.13 0.02 0.79 9.00 22.18
5 4 9.27 0.97 0.02 6.46 3.49 20.20
7 0 17.32 0.07 0.18 12.46 0.02 30.06
7 1 16.31 0.75 0.01 7.93 4.02 29.03
7 2 15.40 0.76 0.01 11.72 0.21 28.12
7 3 13.69 0.82 0.01 7.85 4.05 26.42
7 4 11.97 0.76 0.01 4.66 7.28 24.69
7 5 10.43 0.96 0.02 2.74 9.01 23.15
7 6 9.14 0.96 0.02 2.75 8.99 21.86
27
SECONDS
Fig. 12. Summary of 24MB Dense Table (NFS)
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Dense 24MB Parallel Performance (LOCAL)
This section compares the serial performance with the parallel performance
using a 24MB dense table accessed via each processors local disk. Table 11 shows
the performance parameters for the IBM SP2 using the partition algorithm. Table
12 shows the performance parameters for the IBM SP2 using the pool algorithm.
The results are summarized in Figure 13.
TABLE 11
24MB (Local) IBM SP2 Partition Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 0.16 0.03 0.04 4.98 0.03 5.23
3 1 2.37 1.47 0.07 1.08 0.23 5.23
3 2 0.17 1.49 0.07 0.22 1.36 3.30
5 0 0.18 0.04 0.06 12.73 0.01 13.02
5 1 2.40 0.93 0.09 9.46 0.12 0.12
5 2 4.58 0.93 0.10 5.99 1.40 13.00
5 3 11.26 0.91 0.10 0.50 0.22 12.99
5 4 8.99 0.91 0.12 2.43 0.54 13.00
9 0 0.01 0.04 0.08 4.12 0.00 4.24
9 1 0.02 1.26 0.08 2.74 0.14 4.24
9 2 0.02 1.04 0.13 2.20 0.85 4.23
9 3 0.01 0.63 0.09 3.45 0.06 4.23
9 4 0.01 0.64 0.07 2.78 0.74 4.23
9 5 2.37 0.66 0.10 0.77 0.33 4.22
9 6 0.17 0.66 0.10 2.82 0.48 4.21
9 7 0.02 1.27 0.10 2.73 0.12 4.23
9 8 0.02 1.50 0.11 2.32 0.29 4.24
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TABLE 12
24MB (Local) IBM SP2 Worker’s Pool Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 4.57 0.04 0.02 4.60 0.01 9.24
3 1 0.17 1.82 0.03 6.98 0.23 9.23
3 2 2.36 1.83 0.03 4.50 0.51 9.23
5 0 6.79 0.06 0.04 2.00 0.01 8.90
5 1 0.01 1.11 0.01 7.66 0.11 8.91
5 2 0.01 1.10 0.01 7.68 0.11 8.91
5 3 2.73 1.10 0.03 5.25 0.14 8.89
5 4 0.17 1.12 0.03 6.72 0.85 8.88
9 0 0.01 0.06 0.07 2.24 0.00 2.38
9 1 0.01 1.42 0.03 0.77 0.15 2.37
9 2 0.02 1.17 0.02 0.78 0.38 2.37
9 3 0.01 1.02 0.01 0.89 0.43 2.37
9 4 0.01 0.89 0.01 0.84 0.62 2.37
9 5 0.16 0.68 0.03 1.18 0.30 2.36
9 6 0.16 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.22
9 7 0.02 1.51 0.03 0.71 0.10 2.36
9 8 0.03 1.81 0.04 0.22 0.27 2.38
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Fig. 13. Summary of 24MB Dense Table (Local)
Dense 80MB Parallel Performance (LOCAL)
This section compares the serial performance with the parallel performance
using a 80MB dense table accessed via each processors local disk. Table 13 shows
the performance parameters for the IBM SP2 using the partition algorithm using
the Ethernet. Table 14 shows the performance parameters for the IBM SP2 using
the pool algorithm using the Ethernet. Table 15 shows the performance parameters
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for the IBM SP2 using the partition algorithm using the FDDI. Table 16 shows the
performance parameters for the IBM SP2 using the pool algorithm using the FDDI.
The results are summarized in Figure 14.
TABLE 13
80MB (Local-Ethernet) IBM SP2 Partition Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 2.38 0.06 0.08 29.71 0.04 32.27
3 1 0.24 5.97 2.35 6.34 17.36 32.26
3 2 4.58 5.96 0.23 4.23 17.23 32.23
5 0 4.58 0.09 0.18 25.57 0.01 30.43
5 1 0.17 3.73 4.65 16.30 5.56 30.41
5 2 0.01 3.76 4.90 14.80 6.95 30.42
5 3 6.77 3.68 0.32 9.45 10.18 30.40
5 4 2.38 3.69 2.48 9.60 12.27 30.41
9 0 2.37 0.14 0.36 20.31 0.01 23.20
9 1 0.03 5.71 2.91 13.25 1.29 23.19
9 2 0.02 4.94 2.86 6.26 9.11 23.19
9 3 0.17 2.70 2.55 15.88 1.89 23.18
9 4 0.01 2.65 2.74 15.57 2.23 23.19
9 5 4.57 2.64 0.34 12.77 2.85 23.17
9 6 6.77 2.69 0.32 11.06 2.33 23.18
9 7 0.02 4.68 2.92 13.77 1.80 23.20
9 8 0.02 4.96 2.86 6.02 9.32 23.19
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TABLE 14
80MB (Local-Ethernet) IBM SP2 Worker’s Pool Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 2.37 0.10 0.08 12.25 0.01 14.80
3 1 0.19 7.54 0.07 2.54 4.45 14.79
3 2 6.71 7.01 0.07 0.31 0.67 14.67
5 0 0.17 0.16 0.14 16.17 0.01 16.66
5 1 4.57 3.87 0.06 5.17 2.97 16.64
5 2 0.01 5.80 0.05 4.48 6.32 16.66
5 3 6.77 3.41 0.06 5.45 0.95 16.64
5 4 2.37 4.38 0.06 2.89 6.93 16.64
9 0 0.01 0.26 0.33 14.10 0.00 14.70
9 1 0.02 5.11 0.07 3.54 5.94 14.69
9 2 0.02 5.74 0.12 5.81 2.99 14.68
9 3 0.01 3.22 0.04 9.89 1.51 14.68
9 4 0.01 3.21 0.04 5.57 5.84 14.68
9 5 2.37 2.73 0.06 8.83 0.68 14.67
9 6 0.17 3.07 0.06 9.33 2.02 14.66
9 7 0.02 5.78 0.10 3.37 5.41 14.68
9 8 0.02 5.97 0.07 5.69 2.93 14.68
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TABLE 15
80MB (Local-FDDI) IBM SP2 Partition Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 2.39 0.06 0.08 16.85 0.01 19.39
3 1 0.26 5.90 2.32 3.08 7.83 19.38
3 2 4.59 5.82 0.20 2.95 5.81 19.37
5 0 0.01 0.08 0.15 12.26 0.00 12.50
5 1 0.01 3.67 0.20 4.26 4.35 12.49
5 2 0.01 3.64 0.21 6.32 2.30 12.49
5 3 2.37 3.65 0.24 4.80 1.42 12.48
5 4 0.17 3.62 0.24 6.47 1.97 12.48
9 0 0.01 0.13 0.33 15.66 0.00 16.13
9 1 0.17 5.36 0.37 8.41 1.80 16.11
9 2 0.02 5.56 0.31 4.87 5.34 16.10
9 3 0.01 2.62 0.24 12.78 0.47 16.12
9 4 0.01 2.61 0.24 13.02 0.23 16.12
9 5 4.57 2.62 0.26 8.45 0.20 16.10
9 6 2.37 2.63 0.25 10.64 0.20 16.09
9 7 0.17 4.87 0.41 8.54 2.11 16.10
9 8 0.02 4.37 0.32 5.85 5.56 16.12
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TABLE 16
80MB (Local-FDDI) IBM SP2 Worker’s Pool Performance
#of Process Init CPU Comm Sync I/O Total
Procs Rank Time Time Time Delay Time Time
3 0 2.37 0.10 0.07 18.80 0.01 21.35
3 1 0.20 7.61 0.07 2.42 11.03 21.34
3 2 4.60 7.09 0.06 1.44 8.13 21.33
5 0 0.01 0.14 0.14 17.47 0.00 17.76
5 1 2.37 4.36 0.06 9.35 1.59 17.73
5 2 0.01 5.18 0.04 9.33 3.18 17.75
5 3 0.16 4.67 0.06 8.60 4.22 17.73
5 4 4.58 3.36 0.05 0.56 9.18 17.73
9 0 2.37 0.29 0.31 18.31 0.01 21.29
9 1 0.01 6.11 0.09 7.61 7.45 21.28
9 2 0.02 5.39 0.08 10.11 5.68 21.29
9 3 0.17 3.21 0.06 15.70 2.13 21.26
9 4 0.01 3.32 0.04 16.39 1.52 21.28
9 5 0.16 3.04 0.06 8.79 5.17 17.23
9 6 4.57 2.72 0.06 11.39 2.53 21.27
9 7 0.02 4.88 0.05 8.57 7.74 21.27
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The DP process represents a stage-by-stage optimization over Z), for various
Xi values (1 < i < n). For a large number of stages or vector dimensions, the
computation becomes intractable. However, at each stage, i (1 < * < n), for
various Xi values the optimizations over Di values are independent. This represents
an inherent massive parallelism at each stage. It appears that multiprocessor
systems will be suitable for this computation. However, with large number of Xi
values and a limited number of processors available in multiprocessor systems, some
sort of efficient scheduling is needed. Thus, the effectiveness of multiprocessors for
large DP computations becomes less evident. This suggests other types of parallel
architectures (e.g., multicomputer) for DP computation.
This research experimentally studies the performance of two multicomputer
platforms (SP2 and interconnected Sun workstations) on data sets of varying sizes
and denseness. The following conclusions may be drawn:
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1. The I/O overhead decreases the performance of the parallel algorithms as
compared to the serial cdgorithm.
2. With simulated parallel I/O, the performance of the parallel algorithms may be
far superior.
3. The performance of parallel algorithms increases with the denseness of data (or
degree of parallelism).
In this research, conjectures have been made about the ineffectiveness of
multiprocessor systems for parallel DP computation. To confirm the conjecture, a
methodical experimental study is needed.
The Worker’s Pool Algorithm utilized in this study uses the concept of a
process. The type of processes used forces the master process to busy wait
substantially. For efficiency, a better defined process should be used. Suggested
here is a process which has intelligence to ignore those computational states which




This appendix contains C code that was used to generate test data for the
dynamic programming problem.
/* This program is used to generate the tables used in the */
/* Contrained Dynamic Prograunming Problem. The syntajc for the */
/* the program is: */
/* ♦/
/* gen.table #X_VECT0R_DIM #X_DIM_RANGE */
/♦ #D_VECTDR_DIM #D_DIM_RANGE */
/* #STAGES outfile */
/♦ */
y :4e:4e:|c:4(34c:4c:4c:(e:4e:4c:|(4e4c:4e:4c:4e:4c:4e:|e:4e:4c4c4c:(c:4e:4e:4e:|c:4c:4c:4e:4c:4c:|e:4e:4e:4c:|e:4e:4e:4c:4c:|e:4c:4e:4c:|e:|c:4e:|c:4e:4e:4e:|c:|(:4c:4c:4e:|e:fe:4(:|c:4e:|e%:4c:4c:4cJ





/* ParseCommandLine function is used to parse the arguments on the */
/* command line. Determining whether an outfile is specified is */
/* also determined. */
void parseCommandLine(argc,argv, inputfile,outfile,XVals ,DVals,Stages)
int arge;








/♦ Check commamd line arguments ♦/
ifCargc ?= 7)-C
fprintf(stderr,"\nGenerate Table Utility -
Parallel Dynaimic ProgreunmingXn");
fprintf(stderr,"Part of Master Thesis
(Eric A. Brittain, May 1995)\n\n");
fprintf(stderr,"USAGE; \ngen_table
#X_VECTOR_DIM #X_DIM_RANGE #D_VECT0R_");
fprintf(stderr,"DIM #D.DIM_RANGE #STAGES outfile\n\n");
exit(/* Exit failure
}
/* Set up the specified output file */
♦outfile = argv[6];
/* Convert the line parameters into integers */
/* Update Feb. 4 Use Vector */
/* Input instead of Single Val */
xVectorDim = atoi(argv[l]);
xDimRange = atoi(argv[2]);




*DVals = (tableData)(int) pow((double)dDimRange*1.00,
(double)dVectorDim*l.00);
if(*XVals > MAXINT){









printf("Generating X-Values euid ’'/,d' D-Values for each
Stage....\n",*XVals,*DVals);
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int i,j,k; /* Looping variables */
tableData raoidomNumber;
tableData *buffer;
/* Seed the random number generator with a different value */
/♦ each time the program is invoked. */
srand(time(NULL));
buffer® (tableData*) calloc(2*DVals,sizeof(tableData));
/* open Output File */
*fd = open(outfile,O.WRQNLY I O.EXCL I O.CREAT, 0400);
if(*fd =® -1){




/* Information about the table file */
write(*fd,&XVals,sizeof (XVals));
write (*fd, ftDVals, sizeof (DVals) ) ;
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write(*fd,&Stages,sizeof(Stages));




for(k=0; k<DVals; k++){ /* t(x,d) values */
rauidomNumber = getRaindoniNumber( (tableData)XVals) ;
buffer[k] = randomNumber;
}


















/* File descriptor */
/* File descriptor */
/* File descriptor */
/♦ Output File Parameters */
int standardOutput = TRUE; /* FALSE if writing to file */
int standardinput = TRUE; /* FALSE if writing to file */
char *outfile = NULL; /♦ Output file to use */
char *inputfile = NULL; /* Input file to use */




/* Number of stages to generate */
/* Number of X values to generate */
/♦ Number of D values to generate */
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int i.n;
/* Process argument on the command line */
parseCommaindLineCargc, argv ,&inputf ile,
ftoutfile,&XVals,&DVals,&Stages);







This appendix contains C code that was used to view the test data generate.
(The generate data program used simple data compression techniques.)
/* This program is used to inspect the tables used in the */
/* Contrained Dynamic Programming Problem. The syntax for the */
/* the program is: */
/* ♦/
/* see_table input [output] */
/* */







/* File Descriptors */
FILE ♦fd.in; /* File
FILE *fd_out; /* File




/* Output File Pareuneters */
int stamdardOutput = TRUE;
int staindardlnput = TRUE;
char *outfile = NULL;
char *inputfile = NULL;
/* FALSE if writing to file */
/* FALSE if writing to file */
/* Output file to use */
/* Input file to use */
/* Information about Input Data */




/♦ Number of X values to generate */
/* Number of D values to generate */
int i,n;
/* Process argument on the command line */
parseCommEuidLine(argc,argv,&inputfile.&outfile,
ftsteoidardOutput);




!* ParseCommandLine function is used to parse the arguments on the*/
/* command line. Determining whether am outfile is specified is */
/* also determined. */
I :(c%:(ca^3(e:tc:^3(e9|c9|e:|c9|ca|e9te3|cafe9((3(e3)ote3^3|e9|c3|c:|cite:|(a|c9(e:(e:t(^3t(3f(3}c:(e:|c3|ea|e3|c:|e:|e9|e))c)|e:(e:|ea|e:|e3(c9te:(e:(c3|e:|c:|c:fc^3(e3fc3|(:|e:|e3(e3|c:|ej
parseCommandLine (argc, argv, inputf ile, outf ile, steuidairdOutput)
int argc;





/* Check commaind line arguments */
if(argc < 2 I I argc > 3){
fprintf(stderr,"\nSee Table Utility -
Parallel Dynamic ProgrammingXn");
fprintf(stderr,"Part of Master Thesis
(Eric A. Brittain, May 1995)\n\n");
fprintf(stderr,"\nUSAGE: see_table
inputfile [outfile]\n\n");
exit(/* Exit failure */-l);
}
/* Set up the specified input file */
*inputfile = argv[l];
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int i,j,k; /* Looping variables */
tableData raindNumber;
/* open Input File */
♦fd = open(inputfile,0_RD0NLY);









/* Header information for the table file */
fprintf(*fd_out,"\n#Constrained Dynamic Programming File
version 1.01 EAB(c)\n");
fprintf (*fd_out ,"*/,d\ty,d\ty,d\n\n" ,XVals,DVals,Stages) ;




for(k=0; k<DVals; k++){ /♦ t(x,d) values */
read(*fd,ftrandNumber,sizeof(raudNumber));
fprintf (*fd_out,"Jl6d ".raudNumber) ;
}
fprintfC+fd.out,"\t");
for(k=0; k<DVals; k++){ /* f(x,d) values */
read(*fd,ftrandNumber,sizeof(raudNumber));













This appendix contains C code for serial dynamic programming computation.
!* Dynamic Programming */
/♦ ♦/






/* serial inputfile [outputfile] */
j 3|c3)c)tc3tc:t(4c:|cjfc4e:te:tt:)e:4c%:t(:|(:^:|c%9|e:tc9)c4e:|e3((:te3|(4c^3(c9)e:|c:|csfe:|e%9te%:|e9)e:fc;|e9(e:(e:(t;itc:(e:(e:fc3|e3(estc:ie:|(:te:(e:4e:tc:(e}|e:(c:((9|e}(es|e:(e9|e3tej





char *argv [] ;
{




/* Output File Parameters */
int stamdardOutput = TRUE; /*
int standardlnput = TRUE; /*
char *outfile = NULL; /*




FALSE if writing to file */
FALSE if writing to file */
Output file to use */
Input file to use */
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/* Number of stages to generate */
/* Number of X values to generate */








/* Open Corresponding Files */
open.files(&fd,&fd_out,inputfile,outfile,standardOutput);
/* Read first three values to determine the size of the Data */
sizeOfDataSet(fd,&XVals, ftDVals, ftStages);
calltimer(mpilQTime);
/* Allocate Space for Entire DP Table Optimal Values */
FVals = (FValType **) calloc(Stages,sizeof(FValType ♦));
for(i=0; KStages; i++)
FValsCi] = (FValType ♦) calloc(XVals, sizeof(FValType));
calltimer(mpiCpuTime);
/* Compute the FVals */
computeSerialFVals(fd, ftFVals, XVals, DVals, Stages);
DPretrace(fd_out,FVals,XVals, DVals, Stages);
calltimer(mpiCpuTime);
logPerformance (LOGNAME, 0, inputf ile, 1) ;






This appendix contains C code for parallel DP computation using multiple
CPUs. This program exploits the parallel partition algorithm.
/* Dynaunic Programming */
/♦ ♦/
/* This program is useful in solving dynamic programming problems. */




/* DPpartition inputfile [outputfile] */
j aie3|c:|c:|e:|c^s(e:|c:|e:(e:4e:4c:|c%9(e9^%%:)e:|c;(e4e:|e]tcs1c:(e9|ca|e:|c3tc:|e:|c:(c3|e3(e:|e3(c9|e:|c)(cs|e:4c:|c:tcs(e:(e:(e:4e3)c:(e:(e:4es|e:tcstea(c:^9(c:^^^:|e9|e#:|ca|eatcJ
/* Include Files */
#include "DPcommon.h"




char *argv [] ;
{
/* File descriptor */
/* File descriptor */
/* File descriptor */









/♦ Output File Paraoneters */
int stemdardOutput = TRUE; /* FALSE if writing to file */
int standardlnput = TRUE; /* FALSE if writing to file ♦/
char *outfile = NULL; /* Output file to use */
char *inputfile = NULL; /* Input file to use */
/* MPI Stuff */
int numprocs, myid;















/* Meike Sure There are more them enough Processors */
if (numprocs+1 < XVals){
if(myid == 0){






/* slave process code */
calltimer(mpiCpuTime);
Data ♦/
/* Number of stages to generate */
/* Number of X values to generate */





/* Performance Analysis */
logPerformance(LOGNAME,myid,inputfile,numprocs);







fprintf(stderr,"Number of Processes = %d Number of
XVals = '/,d\n",numprocs,XVals);
fprintf(stderr,"NiuBber processess are less than number of
XVals.\n");








PARALLEL PROGRAM: WORKER’S POOL
This appendix contains C code for parallel DP computation using multiple
CPUs. This program exploits the parallel worker’s pool algorithm.
/* Dynamic Programming */
/* */
/* This program is useful in solving dynamic progreunming problems. */




/* DPpool numbjobs inputfile [outputfile] */
I :|e}|e:|(:|c:)c:|e:(e;|e:((:|e3|c3|es((4ea|(3|e:|e^:|e^:|e3|e:|c:te:((:t(:tc:|c:4(3|c:|c3|e:tc3|e9|e;(c:|c:(citc9|e9(c3|c:(e^:|e:(e:(c3|e:(e:|c:(c)|c4c:te:|c:|c:4e:(es(e:|c:)e:((:te:|t:(este:|(J
/* Include Files */
#include "DPcommon.h"




char *argv [] ;
{




/* Output File Pareuneters */
int staindardOutput = TRUE;
int standardinput = TRUE;
char *outfile = NULL;
char *inputfile = NULL;
/* File descriptor */
/* File descriptor */
/* File descriptor ♦/
/* FALSE if writing to file */
/* FALSE if writing to file */
/* Output file to use */
/* Input file to use */
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/* MPI Stuff */
int numprocs, myid;

















/* Number of stages to generate */
/* Number of X values to generate */
/* Number of D values to generate */
/* Make Sure There are more them enough Processors */
if(numprocs+1 < XVals){
if(myid == 0){












/* Performance Analysis ♦/
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logPerformance(LOGNAME,myid,inputfile,numprocs);







fprintf(stderr,"Number of Processes = Xd Number
of XVals = Xd\n",numprocsjXVals);
fprintf(stderr,"Number processess are less than number
of XVals.\n");









COMMON DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING CODE
This appendix contains shared C code for the serial and parallel versions of



















test = ((float) (tv.tv.sec - beginsec.tv_sec) *1.0) +
((float) (tv.tv.usec - beginsec.tv.usec) * 1.0/1000000);












char f ilencime[80] ;
char temp[25];
strcpyCfilename,inputfile);
sprintf (temp," .‘/.s.\0" ,getenv("MACHINETYPE")) ;
strcat(filename, temp);
strcat(filename, name);







fprintf (opf ,"\nData File 7,s\tNumber procs = 7,d\trank = */,d\n",
inputfile,numprocs,myid);
fprintf (opf, "HOSTNAME :'/.s\n\n" ,getenv("HOSTNAME")) ;
fprintf (opf, "Initialization Time\t*/,4.2f \n" ,
performance[mpilnitTime]);
fprintf (opf ,"Cpu Time\t\t*/,4.2f\n",performance[mpiCpuTime]) ;
fprintf (opf, "Communication Time\t*/,4.2f\n",
performance[mpiCommTime]);
fprintf (opf, "Synchronization Delay\t7,4.2f\n",
performance[mpiSyncDelay]);
fprintf (opf, "I/O Time\t\t*/,4.2f \n",performance [mpilOTime] ) ;
fprintf (opf, "\n\nTotal\t\t\ty,4.2f \n" ,
performance [mpilnitTime] +performance [mpiCpuTime] +
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int minValue = LARGENUM;
int minDValue, minTValue;
int x,d;







} /* if ♦/
}/* for */





for(i=Stages-2; i > (-1); i—){
fprintf (fd_out, "\t\t\tX{7,3d}=*/,4d, D{*/,3d}=*/,4d \ii", i+1,
niinTValue+l,i+l,minDValue) ;
minTValue = FVals[i][minTValue].TVal;











/* Check command line arguments ♦/
if(argc <211 argc > 3){
fprintf(stderr, "\n>>'/Cs« Parallel Dynamic Programming\n",
errorstring);
fprintf(stderr,"Part of Master Thesis (Eric A. Brittain,
May 1995)\n\n");
fprintf (stderr, "Usage: '/,s inputf ile [outputf ile] \n",
argv[0]);
return(0);



















/* Check command line arguments */
if(argc < 3 I I argc > 4){
fprintf (stderr,"\n»'/,s<< Parallel Dynamic ProgrammingXn",
errorstring);
fprintf(stderr,"Part of Master Thesis (Eric A. Brittain,
May 1995)\n\n");




/* Check to see if a output file specified */
*inputfile = argv[2];
/* Save the percentage */














/♦ Open files if needed, otherwise use stdin and/or stdout ♦/
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*fd = open(inputfile,0_RDONLY);




if(*fd == -1 II ♦fd.out == NULL){
















/* Allocate Enough Space for a Row of data */
buffer = (tableData *) calloc(DVals*2,sizeof(tableData));
calltimer(mpiCpuTime);














































/* Balance Table */
balainceTable = (loadType *) calloc(numprocs,sizeof (loadType)) ;
bal2uiceLoad(&balaLnceTable,numprocs-l,XVals);
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if(3*XVals > 2*DVals) maxSize = 3*XVals;
else
majtSize = 2*DVals;
/* Receive Buffer */
recBuffer = (tableData *) calloc(maxSize, sizeof(tableData));








/* Allocate Space for Entire DP Table Optimal Values */
FVals = (FValType **) calloc(Stages,sizeof(FValType *));
for(i=0; i<Stages; i++)























FVals[i][(recBuffer[size-1]) + k/3].FVal = recBuffer[k];
FValsCi][(recBuffer[size-l]) + k/3].DVal = recBuffer[k+1];











for (1=1; Knumprocs; 1++)
MPI_Send(&XVals, 1, MPI.INT, 1, PROCEED, MPI.COMM.WORLD);
calltimer(mpiCoitiinTime);
}
























/* Receive Buffer */
buffer = (tableData *) calloc(DVals*2,sizeof(tableData));
needFVal = (tableData*) calloc(2*DVals,sizeof(tableData));
calltimer(mpiCpuTime);
/* Set Up Start eind End Indices */




size = endindex - startindex;
/* Allocate Space for Send eind Receive Buffers */
sendBuffer = (tableData *) calloc(3*(endIndex-staxtIndex)+l,
sizeof(tableData));
tableBuffer = (tableData*) calloc(XVals,sizeof(tableData));
FVals = (FValType *) calloc(endIndex-startIndex, sizeof(FValType));
/* Erase tableBuffer Data */
for(j=0; j< XVals; j++)
tableBuffer[j] = EMPTY;
calltimer(mpiGpuTime);









read(fd,buffer,DVals*8); /♦ 2 DVals * 2 bytes = 4 */
calltimer(mpilOTime);














































FValsCj].DVal = minDVal-DVals + 1;
FVals[j].TVal = buffer[minDVal-DVals] ;
calltimer(mpiCpuTime);
>
/♦ Erase tableBuffer Data */
for(j=0; j< XVals; j++)










_ Send (sendBuffer, 3* (endindex-stairt Index)+1,MPI_ INT,MASTER,
PROCEED,MPI.CDMM.HORLD);
calltimer(mpiCommTime);





























/* allocate space for waiting queue */
waitingQ = (queueType *) calloc(numprocs-l.sizeof(queueType));
for(i=0; i<numprocs-l; i++)
waitingQ[i].request = (tableData*) calloc(DVals,
sizeof(tableData));
numbjobs = numprocs-1;
balamceTable = (loadType *) calloc(numbjobs,sizeof(loadType));
balaLnceLoad(&balanceTable ,numbj obs ,XVals) ;
if (3*XVals > 2*DVals) maixSize = 3*XVals;
else
maxSize = 2*DVals;
buffer = (tableData*) calloc(maxSize, sizeof(tableData));
sendBuffer = (tableData*) calloc(maxSize, sizeof(tableData));
/* Allocate Space for Entire DP Table Optimal Values */
FVals = (FValType **) calloc(Stages,sizeof(FValType *));
for(i=0; i<Stages; i++)
FValsCi] = (FValType*) calloc(XVals, sizeof(FValType));
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/* Initialize DP Table */
for(i=0; KStages; i++)
for(j=0; j<XVals; j++){
















/* Put into the FVal Data Structure */
totalJobs++;
for(k=0; k<Size-2; k+=3){
FVals[(buffer[Size-l])][(buffer[Size-2]) + k/3].FVal =
buffer[k];
FVals[(buffer[Size-1])][(buffer[Size-2]) + k/3].DVal =
buffer[k+l];




if(waitingQCi].status == FULL &&
waitingqCi].requestStage == buffer[Size-1]){
allFound = TRUE;




sendBuffer[2*j+l] = FVals [waitingQ [i] .requestSteige]
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buffer[0]®balaJiceTable[nextJob X numbjobs] .start;















sendBuffer[2*i] = buffer [i];
sendBuffer[2*i+l] » FVals[buffer[Size-l]][buffer[i]].FVal;
waitingQ [status.MPI.SOURCE-l].request[i] = buffer[i];




















/* Retrace Optimal Solution ♦/

























recBuffer - (tableData *) calloc(2*DVals,sizeof(tableData));
tableBuffer = (tableData*) calloc(XVals,sizeof(tableData));
needFVal = (tableData*) calloc(2*DVals,sizeof (tableData));
FVals * (FValType *) calloc(XVals, sizeof(FValType));
calltimer(mpiCpuTime);


























read(fd,recBuffer,2*DVaLls*sizeof (tableData) ) ;
calltimer(mpilOTime);
/* MaJce a buffer of all needed previous FVals */















































FValsCj] .FVal = minFVal;





























avgSize = (tableData) floor(XVals*l.0/numbjobs*l.0);
extra = XVals - avgSize*numbjobs;





























DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING HEADER FILE
This appendix contains the shared header file used by the serial and parallel
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